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a b s t r a c t

A theoretical model of partially textured slip slider and journal bearing lubricated with couple stress
fluids is developed using narrow groove theory (NGT). The partially textured slip bearing configuration is
analyzed using couple stress effects. The nondimensional pressure and shear stress expressions are
derived based on one-dimensional analysis using modified Reynolds equation. The partially textured slip
parameters used in the analysis are: nondimensional texture length; nondimensional depth of recess;
land with slip to recess region ratio; and nondimensional slip coefficient. Partially textured slip is
effective in the case of parallel slider and concentric journal bearing lubricated with couple stress fluids
to yield an improvement in load capacity and reduction in coefficient of friction.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

There has been widespread interest in surface texturing and
surface slip patterning to improve the performance of hydrody-
namic bearings. The theoretical studies by Tønder [1] were focused
on introducing series of dimples or roughness at the inlet of
sliding surface. The beneficial effects of partial texturing on the
enhancement of load capacity in parallel thrust bearings (Brizmer
et al. [2]) and hydrodynamic journal bearings (Brizmer and Kliger-
man [3]) were examined by numerical studies. Fowell et al. [4,5]
developed analytical and numerical models using comprehensive
parametric studies of textured surfaces in one dimensional hydro-
dynamic bearing. Cupillard et al. [6] investigated the mechanism
of pressure buildup in a textured slider bearing. Pascovici et al.
[7] and Rahmani et al. [8] presented analysis of the textured
slider bearings and derived analytical relations. Tala-Ighil et al. [9]
studied the influence of texture location on the performance
of hydrodynamic journal bearing. Using numerical simulations,
Aurelian et al. [10] presented the comparison of surface texturing
and wall slip conditions in hydrodynamic bearings.

However, investigation of the texture parameters have revealed
that number of cells in the texture region has little impact on the
bearing performance characteristics. Vohr and Chow [11] analyzed
herringbone grooved gas-lubricated journal bearing based on
narrow groove theory (NGT). The overall pressure distribution in
an idealized bearing with an infinite number of grooves provides a

good approximation to the actual pressure distribution around
bearing with a large but finite number of grooves [11].

The partial texturing as well as partial slip pattern on bearing
surfaces at inlet is an effective approach to reduce friction and
increase load support. Experimental studies using smooth surfaces
reported in Refs. [12–14] have revealed the occurrence of slip.
Spikes [15,16] and Wu et al. [17] analyzed the potential application
of slip phenomenon to improve the performance of slider bearing.
The effect of heterogeneous slip/no-slip surface in slider bearings
(Salant and Fortier [18]) and journal bearings (Fortier and Salant
[19]) were examined by numerical studies using modified slip
length model. Wang et al. [20] derived an extended Reynolds
equation based on modified slip length model considering limiting
shear stress for a journal bearing. Huang et al. [21] derived the
lubrication governing equations of the second-order fluid for a
plane inclined slider and journal bearing. Rao et al. [22] analyzed
the improvement in load capacity and reduction in friction
coefficient for partially textured slip slider and journal bearing.
Rao [23] presented stability characteristics of partial slip journal
bearing. Tauviqirrahman et al. [24] explored the possibility of slip
and texture in order to improve the performance characteristics.
Results indicate that the combined texture/slip pattern increase
load capacity and decrease friction.

The couple stress theory of fluids derived by Stokes [25] based
on microcontinuum theory is applied to consider the effect of
additives in lubricants. Stokes couple stress theory has been
widely used to study effect of lubricant additives on the perfor-
mance of journal bearings. Based on couple stress theory of fluids,
Lin [26] investigated the lubrication performance of finite journal
bearing. Lin et al. [27] presented steady-state and dynamic
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stiffness and damping characteristics of plane inclined slider
bearing using couple stress fluids. Liao et al. [28] analyzed stability
threshold for long journal bearings lubricated with couple stress
fluids. Mokhiamer et al. [29] presented couple stress fluid lubri-
cated journal bearing performance characteristics considering
elastic deformation of liner. Wang et al. [30] investigated thermal
and cavitation effects on the performance of journal bearing
lubricated with couple stress fluids. Li and Chu [31] developed
thin film lubrication model using couple stress fluid effects.
Elsharkawy [32] investigated the effects of lubricant additives on
the hydrodynamic lubrication of journal bearing using couple
stress fluids.

The boundary slip configuration in journal bearing using couple
stress fluids improves load capacity and reduces coefficient of
friction. In the present work, the nondimensional pressure and
shear stress expressions are derived using NGT. The partially
textured slip configuration is assessed for load generation and
coefficient of friction reduction considering couple stress fluids.

2. Partially textured slip couple stress fluid lubricated slider
bearing analysis using NGT

The schematic of partially textured slip slider bearing is shown
in Fig. 1. The partially textured slip surface (Xt) is composed of a
number of successive regions of land with slip (Xts) and recess
(Xtn), respectively. γ is expressed as the ratio of land with slip to

recess region. Reynolds boundary conditions are incorporated in
the analysis based on NGT. The derivation of overall pressure
gradient and shear stress for the partially textured slip couple
stress fluid lubricated bearing using NGT are provided in
Appendix.

2.1. Convergent slider bearing

The nondimensional film thickness for plain slider bearing is
expressed in Eq. (1) and the nondimensional film thickness in the
recess region of slider bearing is expressed as HþHr.

H¼ 1�ahX where ah ¼ 1�H2 ð1Þ

Nomenclature

ah slope parameter for slider bearing
A non-dimensional slip coefficient
B width of slider bearing, m
C radial clearance, m
Cf nondimensional friction coefficient; Cf ¼ F=W
f friction force, N; F ¼ f h1=μULB for slider bearing;

F ¼ f C=μURL for journal bearing
h, H film thickness, m; h¼ h1�ðh1�h2Þx=L;H ¼ h=h1 for

slider bearing; h¼ Cð1þε cos θÞ;H¼ h=C for journal
bearing

h1; h2; H2 inlet and outlet film thickness of slider bearing,
respectively, m; H2 ¼ h2=h1

Hpr nondimensional film thickness at recess for parallel
slider bearing and concentric journal bearing

hr ; Hr depth of recess, m; Hr ¼ hr=h1 for slider bearing;
Hr ¼ hr=C for journal bearing

l characteristic length of additives; l¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
η=μ

p
L length of the slider bearing; length of the journal

bearing, m
n number of cells (lands with slip and recesses with no

slip surface)
p, P pressure distribution, N/m2; P ¼ ph2

1=μUL for slider
bearing; P ¼ pC2=μUR for journal bearing

pr ; pd pressure distribution over the recess and land regions,
respectively, N/m2

q, Q volume flow rate per unit length along film thickness,
m2/s; Q ¼ q=Uh1 for slider bearing; Q ¼ q=UC for
journal bearing

R journal radius, m
S; Ss Sommerfeld number; S¼ μUR2L=πwC2; Ss ¼ μUR2L=wC2

for journal bearing
u velocity component along x or θ direction for slider or

journal bearing, respectively, m/s

U slider velocity along x direction; Journal velocity along
θ direction, m/s

w, W static load, N; W ¼wh21=μUL
2B for slider bearing;

W ¼wC2=μUR2L for journal bearing
Wε; Wϕ nondimensional radial and tangential static load for

journal bearing
x, X coordinate along x direction, m; X ¼ x=L for slider

bearing; θ¼ x=R for journal bearing
Xt nondimensional texture length for slider bearing
Xts; Xtn nondimensional length of land and recess region for

textured slider bearing
y, Y coordinate along y direction, m; Y ¼ y=h1 for slider

bearing; Y ¼ y=C for journal bearing
α, A slip coefficient; A¼ αμ=h1 for slider bearing; A¼ αμ=C

for journal bearing
γ land to recess region ratio; γ ¼ Xts=ðXtsþXtnÞ for slider

bearing; γ ¼ θts=ðθtsþθtnÞ for journal bearing
ε journal bearing eccentricity ratio
η material constant for couple stress property, kg m/s
λ; l couple stress parameter; λ¼ l=h1 for slider bearing;

λ¼ l=C for journal bearing
μ fluid viscosity, Ns/m2

θ angular coordinate measured from the position of
maximum film thickness in journal bearing

θr angular extent of film rupture for journal bearing
θt angular coordinate measured from the position of

maximum film thickness for journal bearing for tex-
tured bearing surface with slip on land region

θtn angular extent of successive regions of recess for
journal bearing

θts angular extent of successive regions of slip on land for
journal bearing

τxy; Π shear stress component, N/m2; Π ¼ τxyh1=μU for slider
bearing; Π ¼ τxyC=μU for journal bearing

ω angular velocity of journal bearing, rad/s

Fig. 1. Geometry of partially textured slip slider bearing.
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